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We have investigated the Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Cs) superstructure using reflection high-energy positron
diffraction. Rocking curve analysis based on the dynamical diffraction theory reveals that Cs atoms are located
at a height of 3.04 Å above the underlying√3×√3-Ag structure and that they form a triangular structure with
a side length of 10.12 Å. The structure of the Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Cs) surface is significantly different from
those of the Si(111)-√21×√21-Ag and Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Au) surfaces, probably because of the differ-
ent electronic structures of the alkali and noble metal atoms.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Extensive studies have been carried out on the surface of Si(111)-
√3×√3-Ag, as a typical two-dimensional metal system [1,2]. Adsorp-
tion of small amounts of noble (Cu, Ag, and Au) or alkali (Na, K, and
Cs) metal atoms on this surface results in the formation of √21×√21
superstructures with a sharp increase in the surface electrical conduc-
tivity [1,2]. From themetallurgical point of view,√21×√21 superstruc-
tures have attracted attention as two-dimensional electron compound
alloys [3,4]. Recently, Matsuda et al. investigated the interaction energy
among adatoms in the √21×√21 superstructures by considering them
as electron compounds [5,6]. They demonstrated that the interaction
among the adatoms can be explained in terms of the pseudopotential
model [5].

The atomic coordinates of √21×√21 superstructures have been
studied both experimentally [7–13] and theoretically [14–16]. In the
cases of Si(111)-√21×√21-Ag and Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Au), we
found that three adatoms are situated at the centers of large Ag triangles
surrounding the Si trimers in a unit cell [12,13]. Although the electronic
states of alkali-metal-induced Si(111)-√21×√21 surfaces resemble
those of noble-metal-induced Si(111)-√21×√21 surfaces [17], their
structures are considered to be different, as seen in scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) observations [18]. In this study, we measured the
rocking curves for the Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Cs) surface by reflection
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high-energy positron diffraction (RHEPD) and determined the structure
of the surface.We also discussed the difference between the noble- and
alkali-metal-induced √21×√21 superstructures.
2. Experimental procedure

Substrates (10×5×0.5 mm3) were cut from a mirror-polished
n-type Si(111) wafer with a resistivity of 1–10 Ω cm. These sub-
strates were transferred into an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber
with a base pressure less than 3×10−8 Pa. After degassing at 670 K
for 3 h, by flashing at 1470 K for a few seconds, clean 7×7 structures
were formed on these substrate surfaces. Subsequently, by depositing
one monolayer (ML) of Ag atoms on the 7×7 structures at 740 K
(1 ML=7.83×1014 cm−2), √3×√3-Ag structures were formed.
Finally, after the deposition of 0.14±0.01 ML of Cs atoms at 160 K,
well-ordered Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Cs) surfaces were formed. The
deposition rate of Cs atoms was calibrated by the formations of
6×6-(Ag, Cs) and √21×√21-(Ag, Cs) surfaces [8].

RHEPDmeasurements were carried out using a highly parallel and
focused positron beam generated from a 22Na positron source and
electromagnetic lenses. The positron beam energy was 10 keV. The
diffraction patterns were observed using a microchannel plate with
a phosphor screen and a charge-coupled-device camera. For rocking
curve measurements, the glancing angle (θ) of the incident positron
beam was changed from 0.3° to 6.0° in steps of 0.1° by rotating the
sample. The details of experimental setup were described elsewhere
[19].
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3. Results and discussion

The open circles in Fig. 1 represent the RHEPD rocking curve of the
Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Cs) surface at 140 K. The azimuth of the inci-
dent beam is 7.5° with respect to the [11�2] direction (the so-called
one-beam condition [20]). Under this condition, the RHEPD intensity
of a specular spot mainly depends on atomic positions perpendicular
to the surface. In the total reflection region [21], two distinct dip
structures appear, one at around 1.2° and the other at around 2.2°.
These dip structures are quite different from those observed for
the Si(111)-√21×√21-Ag and Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Au) surfaces,
which show strong total reflections and (111) Bragg reflections
[12,13]. The above result indicates that the height of the Cs atoms is
relatively higher than the underlying Ag layer.

To determine the height of the Cs atoms from the underlying Ag
layer, we compare the experimental and calculated rocking curves
on the basis of the dynamical diffraction theory [22]. For the calcula-
tions, we assume the thermal vibration amplitudes for the Ag and
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Fig. 1. (a) RHEPD rocking curves of the specular spot from the Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag,
Cs) surface under the one-beam condition. The incident azimuth of the positron beam
is 7.5° with respect to the [11�2] direction. The open circles denote the experimental
curve at 140 K. The black solid lines indicate the calculated curves for various heights
(had) of the Cs atoms from the underlying Ag layer. The red solid line indicates the
curve calculated using the optimum adatom height. TR stands for total reflection re-
gion. (b) Reliability factor (R) between the experimental and calculated rocking curves
under the one-beam condition as a function of had.
Cs, and Si atoms to be 1.09×10−1 and 5.62×10−2 Å, respectively
[12,13]. The absorption potentials due to the electronic excitations
(single-electron and plasmon) for the Ag and Cs and Si layers were
taken to be 0 and 1.70 eV, respectively [12,13,23]. The underlying
layers were assumed to have the inequivalent triangle (IET) structure.
The black lines in Fig. 1 show the calculated RHEPD rocking curves for
Cs atoms at different heights (had) from the underlying Ag layer (also
see Fig. 3(a)). A dip appears at θ=1.6° for had=2 Å, two dips appear
at θ=1.2° and 2.1° for had=3 Å, and three dips appear at θ=0.8°,
1.5°, and 2.2° for had=4 Å. The appearance of multiple dips for in-
creasing values of had is due to the interference between the positron
beams reflected from the adatom and the underlying Ag layers [24].
Fig. 1(b) shows the reliability factor (R) as a function of had. There
are two local minima of R at had=1.20 and 3.04 Å. The value of
1.20 Å should be an artificial coincidence because the dip structures
in the curves calculated using had=1.20 Å do not reproduce those
(θ=1.2° and 2.2°) in the measured curve, as shown in Fig. 1(a). In
considering the dip structures and the minimum value of R, we
obtained at had=3.04±0.26 Å. As shown by the red line in
Fig. 1(a), when had=3.04 Å, the calculations best reproduced the ex-
perimental results. This height of the Cs atoms from the underlying
Ag layer was much greater than those of the Ag and Au atoms on
the Si(111)-√21×√21-Ag and Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Au) surfaces
(0.53–0.59 Å) [12,13].

Fig. 2(a) shows the RHEPD rocking curves of the (0 0), (1/3 1/3),
and (2/3 2/3) spots from the Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Cs) surface in
the [11�2] direction at 140 K. It should be noted that since the surface
is composed of the double domains of the √21×√21(R±10.89°)
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Fig. 2. (a) RHEPD rocking curves of the (00), (1/3 1/3), and (2/3 2/3) spots from the
Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Cs) surface in the [11�2] direction at 140 K. The open circles
and solid lines denote the experimental curves and the calculated curves determined
using the optimum dCs–Cs, respectively. (b) Reliability factor (R) between the experi-
mental and calculated rocking curves as a function of dCs–Cs.
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structures [8], the (1/3 1/3) and (2/3 2/3) spots from the double do-
mains are overlapped. To determine the in-plane adsorption sites of
the Cs atoms, we calculated the RHEPD rocking curves in the [11�2] di-
rection on the basis of the dynamical diffraction theory, taking into
account the double domains. The STM observations [11] revealed
that the Cs atoms arrange themselves in triangular structures on the
underlying √3×√3-Ag structure. Thus, in the calculations, the side
length (dCs–Cs) and adsorption sites are assumed to be fitting param-
eters (also see Fig. 3(a)). Fig. 2(b) shows the reliability factor R deter-
mined for the rocking curves of the (0 0), (1/3 1/3), and (2/3 2/3)
spots for various values of dCs–Cs when the center of the Cs triangle co-
incides with the center of the Si trimer. Minimum value of R is
obtained at dCs–Cs=10.12±1.72 Å. It is interesting to note that two
local minima appear at dCs–Cs=2.2 and 4.1 Å. In considering the
ionic radius (1.67–1.88 Å) of Cs atoms and the repulsive force
among the ions, dCs–Cs=2.2 and 4.1 Å are physically unacceptable.
Even though the rocking curve is reproduced, it should be an artificial
coincidence. The variation of R as a function of dCs–Cs was nearly the
same (within ±0.2%) for different positions of the Cs triangles.

Thus, the optimum value of dCs–Cs is determined to be 10.12 Å. Al-
though the exact Cs adsorption site is not determined in the above
fitting procedure, since the Cs atoms are at a notable height from
the underlying Ag layer (had=3.04 Å), the Cs atoms are probably lo-
cated above the Ag atoms and not at the centers of the Ag triangles
and Si trimers.

Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the schematics of the Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag,
Cs) and Si(111)-√21×√21-Ag (or Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Au)) sur-
faces, respectively. In the former surface, Cs adatoms are almost homoge-
neously distributed while maintaining a triangular lattice with dCs–Cs=
10.12 Å. In the latter surfaces, Ag or Au adatoms form small triangular
islands around the Si trimers with dAg–Ag or dAu–Au=6.16 Å. Why does
the above difference appear despite the fact that adatoms are in the
monovalent state and have the same √21×√21 periodicity?

Geometrically, the minimum adatom coverage required for
√21×√21 periodicity is 1/21 ML. However, experimentally, no
√21×√21 periodicities are observed when the coverage is less than
3/21 (=1/7) ML. This implies that when the adatom coverage is
Fig. 3. Schematic of the structures of (a) Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Cs) and (b) Si(111)-√21×√
and Si atoms, respectively. A √21×√21 unit cell is denoted by the parallelogram.
less than 3/21 (=1/7) ML, (i) adatoms are not influenced by
self-ordering processes and can move freely and/or (ii) the adatoms
are mutually and locally bound to form complexes, and such local
complexes are randomly distributed.

The Si(111)-√21×√21-Ag (or Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Au)) surface
might be explained as the second casementioned above [25].When the
adatom coverage is low, the Ag or Au adatoms form triangle islands spa-
tially and randomly. With an increase in the adatom coverage, eventu-
ally, a √21×√21 periodicity, as shown in Fig. 3(b), is established. Such
a change is probably due to the cohesive nature of the Ag and Au
atoms. The noble metals have s–d hybridized orbitals and hence the
cohesive nature ismore prominent in the Ag and Au atoms. On the con-
trary, the Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Cs) surfacemight be explained as the
first case since the dCs–Cs value (=10.12 Å) is close to the maximum
adatom distance (10.16 Å) when 1/7 ML of adatoms is homogeneously
distributed and arranged in a triangular lattice. Probably, Cs atoms are
highly mobile when the coverage is low. With an increase in the cover-
age, each Cs atom is affected by the potentials due to the other atoms
and eventually an ordered structure is formed. Even so, because of
their weak cohesive nature, Cs atoms do not tend to agglomerate and
remain as far as possible from one another. The above difference be-
tween noble and alkali metals seems to originate from their electron
configurations of the s–d hybridized orbitals or nearly pure s orbitals.
Such a scenario might be modeled by considering two-dimensional
Friedel oscillations [5].
4. Summary

On the Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Cs) surface, Cs atoms are located at a
height of 3.04±0.26 Å from the underlying √3×√3-Ag layer and ar-
range themselves in a triangular structure with a side length of 10.12 Å
in the lateral direction. The structure of the Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Cs)
surface is significantly different from that of the Si(111)-√21×√21-Ag
and Si(111)-√21×√21-(Ag, Au) surfaces, although √21×√21 periodic-
ity is observed in all cases. This difference is because of the different elec-
tronic structures associated with alkali and noble metals.
21-Ag and -(Ag, Au) surfaces. Large, medium, and small circles indicate the Cs, Ag (Au),
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